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CIG strategy delivering significant
growth in the face of volatility
• While the African continent currently faces significant headwinds, we continue to see reasons to be optimistic
in the infrastructure sector. Our approach is a multi-sector, multi-region strategy which has allowed the group to
navigate the risks across our footprint. Near- to long-term prospects remain bright across the continent as
current turbulence looks to subside

• FY2015 offered additional growth as SA Power and Oil & Gas results continue to be stellar. Revenues (R3.6
billion), EBITDA (R414 million) and PAT (R331 million) are up 37%, 31% and 28%, respectively. HEPS (221 cps)
grew 18%. SA Power and Oil & Gas accounted for 31% and 33%, respectively, of CIG PAT despite the negative
headlines about both sectors

• Our group strategy continues to serve us well and will constantly evolve as the business grows. The strategies
of each group company continue to get more sophisticated. We expect the actions we take today to pay off in 2
– 3 years time. While M&A activity is slow, we will concentrate on a potentially bright project investment
opportunities. A few examples of the group’s strategy delivery ―
 Strategic growth of divisions: CONCO has leveraged growth opportunities in SA municipalities and RE to
supplement lackluster activity in mining and at Eskom
 Transformative investments: CIGenCo has built a significant potential pipeline worth over R900MM of
investment. Content with declining M&A opportunities which do not enhance value for shareholders in
the med- and long-term
 Formation of a Pan-African growth engine: Establishing procurement office to leverage group scale

• Risk management becoming more and more important as the group grows. The need for growth comes with its
own issues such as margin erosion, localization issues, partnership risks, capital for growth, etc. The group
continues to take these risks very seriously by addressing them proactively
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Overview of the group
CIG Organogram

Mauritius serves as
head of the
International
operations for CIG
and CONCO

CIG Limited

Mauritius
based

Consolidated
Building
Materials

Tractionel

Consolidated
Power
Maintenance
CONCO
International

A
Partner

Consolidated
Power Projects*

CIGenCo

CONCO Africa

*CONCO Protection & Automation currently developing its own strategy as a separate business from CONCO
**Additional international investments will fall under CIG International. CIG Angola 1 is a SPV serving as a holding company

CIG
International**

CIG Angola 1**

Angola
Environmental
Services
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Market headlines giving mixed signals
leaving a lot to like and dislike
Nigeria

Angola

“Peaceful transfer of power…”

“Pumping 1.8mbpd by October…”

“…currency/liquidity issues”

“…crippling shortage of dollars”

Ghana

South Africa

“Ahead of IMF plans…”

“Running world class RE program…”

“…severe power shortages”

“…disarray at Eskom”

African investments
“Africa new destination for investment…”

“…increasing rates, FDI flees markets”

Have to see
beyond the
headlines to
navigate SSA
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Facts show short term difficulties with
significant growth on horizon
Africa

Short term…

Medium term…

Africa infrastructure deficit

Planned rail investment (USD B)

284

461

557

34

277
37

▪
▪

▪

Road density
(paved)

Mobile density

Long term…

Major currencies have dropped by
20%+ in the past year
Africa share of Global FDI and
manufacturing only 2.6% and 1%,
respectively
SA load shedding for the next 2 – 3
years, short 3GW “any given day”
along with supply issues for hydro
and gas across SSA (Ghana,
Zambia, etc.). Signs of easing

▪

Violence in Sudan, Burkina Faso,
Nigeria, Malawi, Mali

▪

Only 11 countries ranked as good
or better as places to operate in
RMB survey

▪

▪
▪

South &
Central

24

West

180
11

East

20

North

$112B+ planned rail investments
aiming to increase from only 15%
inter-regional trade
By 2020 48% of Africans will have
secondary or tertiary education
By 2018 powerlines connecting
Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Uganda
and Ethiopia will be completed

▪

Projected to have $2.6T GDP in
2020 with $1.4T in consumer
spending

▪

Manufacturing growth could reach
4% – 6% over the next few years
due to favorable market
characteristics (e.g., low wages)

Source: eNCA, RMB, Standard Bank, McKinsey, CIG analytics

Expected infrastructure spend (USD B)

43

88

Electricity
coverage (%)

Rest of World

2013

2025

▪

Population living in cities by 2050
projected to be 1B, over 50% of
the population, equaling today’s
population across SSA

▪

By 2040 home to 1 in 5 of the
planet’s young people and the
world’s largest working population at
1.1B

▪

Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) projected
electricity consumption to be at
1,570 TWh per year by 2040
dwarfing current consumption by
Japan, Latin America and India

▪

$490B and $345B investment in
generation and T&D, respectively,
required to meet SSA demand
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We are seeing through the turbulence in SSA


Power is firmly on the agenda, along with other infrastructure, as a number of regions (U.S., China, Russia, Europe) make a push
for real impact in Africa and government leaders become more and more serious about tackling real infrastructure bottlenecks



Localization has began to feature more prominently in decisions around investments and projects across the continent. While
some International firms do invest in building local capacity we are finding many of them only give low-level jobs to locals (with
little skill development) if they hire at all and view competent local firms as competition



Currency risks are the new normal as the dollar will likely continue to strengthen and many countries across the continent struggle
with inflation and low reserves. The causes (lack of a manufacturing base, lack of infrastructure to support manufacturing,
commodity-driven economies, too few businesses able to scale outside of domestic borders, etc.) only highlight the need for SSAdomain infrastructure services. While dollar payments have slowed they have not stopped



The nature of interaction with Chinese entities continues to change as China becomes more inward-looking, we are seeing
projects fail to materialize after signing agreements. USD value of Africa exports to China are likely to decline by 40%, with ChinaAfrica trade down 25%. While China will maintain a long-term presence the market (still 32% of projects) is getting much more
competitive for its firms than it was in the past as other regions shift their focus to Africa



Access to funding is a less of a bottleneck for solid African companies and governments (e.g., bonds, IMF, FDI). There is a supply
demand mismatch when it comes to good destinations for capital



Commodities-driven economies likely missed their opportunity as while the commodity-cycle was at a high, very few economies
put in the structural changes required to significantly enhance governance, the quality of infrastructure and manufacturing output



Governance improvements in pockets across the continent as bold media and social media apply pressure



Lower fuel prices have been good for governments and citizens as African countries are net importers of refined products.
Governments have been able to reduce subsidies and lower fuel prices have slowed inflation



Regional infrastructure projects are starting to progress from planning to construction
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Strategy applied to key trends in order to
address critical issues
• Accelerate growth by applying strategic, operational and financial

Strategic growth of
divisions

levers to navigate market conditions and outperform competition
 How will our Big 5+1 focus fare in the medium- to long-term?
What will competitors do? Who would make good long-term
partners? Do we have the funding necessary to support our
growth? How do we measure success and efficiency?

• Seek and acquire infrastructure companies and projects which can

Transformative
investments

significantly enhance the value of the group, strategically and
financially
 What are the arbitrage opportunities the group can exploit?
What are the themes with substance? Which transactions
represent sustainable and meaningful fit (strategic, price)? When
will today’s great trend turn sour?

• Build a group support structure which extends reach, adds
management capacity to subsidiaries and properly “corporatizes”
new investments; making the whole greater than the sum of its
parts
Formation of Pan-African
 How do we enhance value-add across the group? When do we
growth engine
invest in capacity?
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Big 5+1 strategy, approach born out of focus
on regional themes and anchors
Regional Strategy and Approach
South & Central
• South Africa: Severe macroeconomic headwinds. Maintain growth
and find opportunities to strengthen platform for the long term

• Angola: Oil price stifling the economy. Structural reforms presenting
challenges for new investment, but may leave the country better off
in the long term
West Africa

• Nigeria: Oil price, overdue structural reforms have not severely
impacted investor sentiment. Taking wait and see approach

• Ghana: Short- to medium-term challenges represents a tough
East Africa

environment for growth. Continue to cultivate our strong business
links

• East Africa: Improved governance, resources and fluidity of people
Middle East

& resources presents favorable opportunity to build a deeper
presence

• Saudi Arabia and the Middle East: Oil will dent spending. Only
focused on power opportunities in the region. Getting traction is
slow. Success could allow for North Africa market penetration
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SA business flourishing despite economic
headwinds
Key Headlines

Guiding Principles
•Run a company based on fundamentals
not headlines

Regular load shedding,
impacting manufacturing and
GDP…”South Africa grid needs
$15B for new production…”

•Continue to deliver world-class services
Uncertainty as fissures
emerge amongst unions,
government

The Rand continues to
depreciate significantly

and products

•Leverage rising trends (e.g., RE)
•As opportunities moderate (e.g., RE)

National Development Plan includes
plan for R2.2B in infrastructure spend
the next 10 years, but has rolled out
slowly; spend still high at 4.9% of GDP
more than Australia, India, Russia and
Canada

Fear of stagflation as
growth slows to <2%

Turmoil over
contract awards

Political challenges
Successful capital
for ANC, high
raise, well positioned unemployment (25 –
for CAPEX
35%) adding pressure

Source: Engineering News, McKinsey

invest in new opportunities ahead of the
curve to carry growth (e.g., CPM)

•Treat our workers with respect and pay
them fairly. Make leaving hard

•Build a capable local work force. Compete
with Internationals who do not
10

Southern Africa experiencing falling
commodity prices and infra shortages
Key Headlines

Guiding Principles
Drop in oil price impacting Angola
significantly. Government responding
with structural changes and belttightening

•Build strong local businesses in key
markets outside of South Africa with real
skills and entrepreneurial DNA

•Take partnerships in local markets
Mozambique receiving
~$5B in FDI per year due
to large gas reserves
Botswana experiencing
water and electrical
sector contractions of
83% in 2014, risking
growth

Power outages increasing
in frequency throughout
the region as drought and
lack of maintenance
impact supply
Botswana and Namibia
continue to exhibit topnotch governance

Source: AfrElec, Standard Bank

seriously. Constantly look to improve
communication and our value add to
every partnership and company

•Understand how to time market
movements in smaller markets. What is
hot today, may not be hot tomorrow and
vice versa

•Leverage relatively stable governance in
economies which may not be as busy on
the surface (e.g., Botswana)
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Critical time for governance, a lot of
uncertainty in West Africa
Key Headlines

Guiding Principles

Nigeria aiming for production capacity of 5GW+ by
the end of 2015, up from ~3.5GW over the past few
years. Efforts delayed by gas shortages
Power privatization efforts
in Nigeria yielding slow
results. Great for
consumers, still to be
determined for investors

Senegal making
efforts to tackle
corruption

Ebola expected to shave
$1.6B off of the collective
2015 GDP for Guinea,
Liberia and Sierra Leone
Ghana experiencing liquidity
issues, but meeting targets for
IMF loan received in February
“despite much scepticism”
Critical election years in largest
economies over the course of 2
years (Nigeria and Ivory Coast
in 2015, Ghana in 2016)
Source: AfrElec, World Bank

Can Buhari usher in
era of change in
Africa’s largest
economy and most
populous nation?

•Remain committed to markets which have
been good to us. Take long term view.
Have been successful in Ghana as we
continue to hire additional personnel

•Do not always jump at the sexiest
headline or opportunity. Business success
is more important than high-level trends.
Hold off where necessary (we have
passed on a number of deals that looked
great on the surface)

•Don’t be afraid to explore opportunities
with solid business fundamentals.
Superficial difficulties can be overcome
(e.g., language, transaction structure,
short term macro pain)
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East Africa continues to make advances
Key Headlines

Guiding Principles
Potential abundance of untapped Oil & Gas
across East Africa (Tanzania, Kenya,
Uganda, Ethiopia)
East Africa Community
arguably the most
homogenous region in
Sub-Saharan Africa

Ethiopia drawing a lot of
interest due to its
attractive demographics
(85 million people) and
growth

Kenya progressing rapidly. Has
issued 6 infrastructure bonds
since 2009, each oversubscribed.
Looking towards its goal of 5GW
of capacity by 2017
Source: AfrElec, World Bank

Regional power
projects being
executed as planned.
Could significantly
impact energy
prospects for the
region

•Despite homogeneity of the region do not
treat each market the same. Success in
one market does not look like success in
the neighboring market

•Spend time building trust with the
appropriate stakeholders (e.g., clients,
subcontractors, business partners)
instead of rushing to enter

•Never let new clients down when all is
said and done

•Invest more deeply in a local presence
Tanzania making moves to
address corruption and
restructure its power
sector

where appropriate
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Significant growth - Revenue and HEPS
up 37% and 18%, respectively
2013 – 2015 CIG results

Revenue
ZAR MM

2,037

2,636

3,604
+37%

414

EBITDA
ZAR MM

HEPS
ZAR cps

225

138

2013

317

188

2014

+31%

221

+18%

2015

 Revenue, EBITDA and HEPS up
37%, 31% and 18%, respectively
 Despite significant headwinds
across footprint, the group is
finding growth
 Group growing, while looking to
maintain efficiency. Keeping an
eye on margins across group
 Continue to invest in diversifying
the business with new offerings,
expansions into new regions
 Bolt-on acquisitions of assets and
new hiring primed to bolster
growth going forward
14

54% of profits came from outside of
SA
ex-SA

FY2015 CIG Segmental profits
ZAR Million

EBITDA
24
39

331

11

SA

• 54% of profits from
outside of SA

110
179

• Power continues to lead
with 45% share of profits

• Oil & Gas increased its

147

46
152

contribution slightly as the
Rand weakened against
the dollar

101

Power

Oil & Gas

Building
Materials

Rail

Corporate*

45%

33%

12%

3%

7%

Share of
46%
32%
14%
profit
2014
*International corporate office (R15MM) and SA corporate (-R7MM)

--

8%

Share of
profit

Total
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With skills as a key bottleneck, CIG
will invest ahead of cycle for growth
The CIG trilemma remains, with skills the biggest constraint

We will continue to invest for growth

Profitable
Growth

Invest
Invest

Invest

Grow

Grow

• 4 years investing • 2 years
in RE division for
SA RE program
Capital

Skills

Grow

• RE is 34% of
CONCO revenue

pursuing AES
deal

• Invested in
building
pipeline

• AES is 33% of • Optimal capital
profits

structure?
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Group continues to evolve by
investing ahead of the curve
2009/10

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015
RE accounts for 34%
of RE revenue

Acquired CONCO,
CIG listed on JSE;
invested in
Renewable Energy
and a standalone
Protection &
Automation team

RE sales realized
P&A rebranded,
treated as a
standalone firm
CPM breaks even

P&A spearheading
solar and storage
offerings
CPM now profitable

CPM founded

Began
conversations to
invest in AES, very
few firms looked
to enter Angola
Worked with
project sponsor to
get project to
Entered discussions bankability
for Kenya hydro

Consummated AES
deal officially

AES accounts for
33% of group profits

Sold stake in Kenya
hydro for 25x the
cost of investment CIGenCo founded
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Our projected FY15 numbers show
continued progress in a number of areas
CIG Growth Strategy Review: Increase CIG’s footprint, ability to deliver and scope of offerings while investing in transformative new
assets and capabilities
Objective

Strategic growth of
divisions

Details

Status

Accelerate growth by applying
strategic, operational and
financial levers to navigate
market conditions and
outperform competition

• Re-org at CONCO continues • Power revenue and EBITDA up 32%

Seek and acquire infrastructure
companies and projects which
can significantly enhance the
value of the group, strategically
and financially

• Tractionel currently being

• Tractionel results solid, integration

integrated, re-focused
• CIGenCo up and running
• CONCO Int’l and CPM made
small bolt-on acquisitions
of assets, seeking others at
the right price

will take 12 months prior to investing
heavily in a new strategy
• Healthy CIGenCo pipeline
• Bolt-ons enhancing operations,
market insights and reach. Giving
team a blueprint for the future

• Roll-out of CONCO shared

• Concerted effort to implement

services model has been
slower than expected
• Group activities
increasingly coordinated
• Investment in human
capital may be necessary,
along with evolution of
support model

shared services in CONCO urgently
• Efficiently set up CIGenCo without
major hiccups
• Support functions being heavily
utilized to add value across the
group
• Increased focus on group value add

Transformative
investments

Build a group support structure
and capabilities which extend
reach, adds management
capacity to divisions, maintains
entrepreneurial spirit and
Formation of Pan-African properly “corporatizes” new
growth engine
investments; making the whole
greater than the sum of its parts
and managing group risks

to reap benefits. Looking to
add capacity
• CPM getting over the hump
• Building Materials seeing
market share gains
• AES continues to perform
well in tough environment

Highlights

•
•

and 34%, respectively
− SA MD settling in, RE holding up
− Int’l, CPM hitting targets but
could be better
Building Materials revenue up 25%
AES’s contribution to profit grew
33%
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Strategic Growth of Divisions

Divisions are in a good space,
strategically, despite market uncertainty
1 Power

2

2 Building Materials

2
Market: Building sector activity steady
despite weak SA conditions

Market: South Africa power sector
continues to thrive with RE and Munis.
Internationally, activity picking up
Assessment:
• SA business for CONCO strong, looking to further
cement gains as leading home grown business
• CONCO Int’l lagging due to execution delays but
looking promising
• CPM making real progress, growing steadily
• Energy Solutions innovating (e.g., rooftop solar)

Assessment:
• Building Materials seeing increase in demand
across operations
• Solid service and pricing offering has grown market
share
• Operational improvements continue to pay off,
specifically at Laezonia

3 Oil & Gas

4 Rail

2
Market: Current oil prices continue to
hamper the Angolan O&G sector.
Production volumes projected to increase
significantly (1.83 mbpd in October)
Assessment:
• AES worked with customers to reduce their supply
chain cost without significant price reductions
• Currency volatility impacting results
• Adding people while supply is high
• Soyo (new base)open in the North

2
Market: Rate of tender activity has
slowed at TFR and Prasa. Rail planning
increasing in SSA but still slow

Assessment:
• Performance and integration of Tractionel has been
slower than hoped
• Currently focused on delivering solid results over 12
months
• Developing 5-year, SSA strategy in parallel
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Power

Power division grew significantly in 2015,
led by a strong South African presence

2013 – 2015 Power annual results

Revenue
ZAR MM

EBITDA
ZAR MM

1,727

2,236

2,951
+32%

301
214

225

2.2

2013

3.0

2014

 RE and Munis have carried CONCO this year
with mining and Eskom showing little
activity and International projects
experiencing delays

 Sizeable orderbook increase on the back of
+34%
delays and larger projects coming out of
International
 Slow, painful progress being made on megaprojects opportunities

4.1

Order book
ZAR B

 Revenue, EBITDA and Order Book up 32%,
34% and 37% respectively

+37%

2015

 CPM continues perform well in solar, wind
somewhat elusive. New COO added to
bolster organizational bandwidth and
capability building capacity
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Power

Activity in SA continues to grow
RE

Overview of Power experience across Africa and the Middle East

Ex-SA

SA

2013 – 2015 Split of revenue: SA vs. Ex-SA vs. RE
ZAR MM, Percent
1,730

2,236

2,951

35%

29%
35%

34%

23%

17%

48%

50%

2014

2015

27%

38%

2013

100%
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Power

Growth in ex-SA activity seen in
order book and open tenders

Ex-SA

RE

SA

2013 – 2015 Order Book and Open tenders
ZAR Billion
Order book

Tenders awaiting adjudication

+37%

4.1

+35%

+43%

+46%

12.3

1.2
+32%

+25%

2.9

8.4

8.2
2.2

0.7

1.0

1.1

6.8

4.6
0.4

4.6

0.6
1.5

1.7

1.0

2013

2014

2015

1.4

2.0

1.8

2.4

2.1

2013

2014

2015

0.4
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Power

Municipality clients have been
active this year
2013

2014 – 2015 CONCO turnover breakdowns

CONCO turnover by services line
Percentage
Substations

CONCO turnover by client type
Percentage

Overhead Lines
60

59

2014

2015

Example

20
Municipalities

11

5

30
32

24
23

Supply Authorities
17

Mining & General

Renewable Energy

Energy Solutions*

4

34

Transport

25

2

4
2
1
35

Renewable Energy
*Only captures external revenue, not internal (e.g., sales to CONCO substations)

17
16
16

29
34
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Power

Energy solutions launching new
offerings to diversify
• Still heavily reliant on CONCO, has increased BD
efforts to drive direct sales
• Turnover up by 23% with 10% of sales being
switchgear related
• Highlights:
– Build, installed and commissioned first MCC
– Awarded 3 year supply contract for battery
chargers
– Received a power quality meter supply contract
from City of Tshwane
•

Launched new ventures:
– Industrial and commercial PV solutions
– Control & Monitoring Centre

•

Challenges:
– Project execution delays
– Still heavily reliant on turnkey projects
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Power

CPM grew revenue significantly,
although management expects more
From start-up to credible services provider…
• Revenue grew by 90%, largely on the back of successfully executing its first
non-Renewable refurbishment contract. CPM is profitable after 3 years

• Meaningful growth in solar projects continues to be robust but planned
penetration of big wind contracts will take time

• Continue to see Internationals foregoing the use of local expertise in any
meaningful way (e.g., typically giving low-level jobs to South Africans,
managed by Internationals). Starting partnerships with those who do not

• Hired new South African COO to replace outgoing American COO who’s task
was to help build the group’s capacity

• Continue to recruit from local communities, maintaining BEE level 2 status

• Believe T&D refurbishment jobs will continue to be sizeable opportunity for
the team

• Bolt-on acquisition adding new transformer erections revenue stream.
Working to corporatize the business

• Seeing significant international opportunities throughout SSA
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Building Materials

Building Materials revenue up 25% on
increased demand
2013 - 2015 BM annual results
ZAR MM
500
+25%

399
310

 Revenue and EBITDA up 25% and 13%,
respectively
 Management seeing increased demand in
the market across offerings, especially in
the residential sector

Revenue
ZAR MM

76

86

+13%

62
EBITDA
ZAR MM

 Significant sales of low margin product at
Laezonia in order to access higher grade
product for increased margins. Expect the
process to continue through 2016 but will
moderate as mix changes
 Acquisition opportunities in SA and ex-SA
continue to arise but group will be patient
until the right prospect comes along

2013

2014

2015
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Oil & Gas

AES continues its stellar performance
despite strong market headwinds
2015 AES contribution to CIG profit
ZAR MM

110
83

FY2014

+33%

FY2015



AES grew by 33% accounting for 33% of group
earnings



Angola under significant pressure. Government seems
to be making the right moves in response



Planned 1.83mbpd in October (from 1.6 mbpd in Dec
2015) on the back of strong Asia orders



Payment delays not significantly impacting projections
as CIG cannot receive dividends until Oct 2016



Continuously assessing long-term sustainability of
investment and will move ahead of market



Increased volumes improve prospects despite pricing
pressures and Kwanza devaluations (29%)



0% discharge decree has been delayed



Soyo facility is up and running with clients saving
significant costs in lieu of major pricing changes



Assessing technology to stay ahead of the sector,
along with other opportunities to diversify
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Strategic Growth of Divisions: Oil & Gas

CIG has a decision to make on increasing
AES ownership stake
• Currently CIG owns a 30.5% stake in AES

• A further 16% is owned by our partner FIPA (an
Angola-focused PE fund)

• Commencing 1 May 2016, A consortium agreement
allows FIPA to sell its stake to CIG for 4.5xEBITDA
less net debt assuming the macro-economic
conditions in Angola are stable

• If there are deteriorating conditions, CIG has the
right to join FIPA in selling the combined stake in
the open market

• Under the current scenario, CIG management must
decide if it believes the current conditions will
allow AES to thrive in the medium- to long-term by
the time the put is unconditional

• CIG will work with all stakeholders to make a
decision which enhances value for its shareholders28

Our projected FY15 numbers show
continued progress in a number of areas
CIG Growth Strategy Review: Increase CIG’s footprint, ability to deliver and scope of offerings while investing in transformative new
assets and capabilities
Objective

Strategic growth of
divisions

Details

Status

Accelerate growth by applying
strategic, operational and
financial levers to navigate
market conditions and
outperform competition

• Re-org at CONCO continues • Power revenue and EBITDA up 32%

Seek and acquire infrastructure
companies and projects which
can significantly enhance the
value of the group, strategically
and financially

• Tractionel currently being

• Tractionel results solid, integration

integrated, re-focused
• CIGenCo up and running
• CONCO Int’l and CPM made
small bolt-on acquisitions
of assets, seeking others at
the right price

will take 12 months prior to investing
heavily in a new strategy
• Healthy CIGenCo pipeline
• Bolt-ons enhancing operations,
market insights and reach. Giving
team a blueprint for the future

• Roll-out of CONCO shared

• Concerted effort to implement

services model has been
slower than expected
• Group activities
increasingly coordinated
• Investment in human
capital may be necessary,
along with evolution of
support model

shared services in CONCO urgently
• Efficiently set up CIGenCo without
major hiccups
• Support functions being heavily
utilized to add value across the
group
• Increased focus on group value add

Transformative
investments

Build a group support structure
and capabilities which extend
reach, adds management
capacity to divisions, maintains
entrepreneurial spirit and
Formation of Pan-African properly “corporatizes” new
growth engine
investments; making the whole
greater than the sum of its parts
and managing group risks

to reap benefits. Looking to
add capacity
• CPM getting over the hump
• Building Materials seeing
market share gains
• AES continues to perform
well in tough environment

Highlights

•
•

and 34%, respectively
− SA MD settling in, RE holding up
− Int’l, CPM hitting targets but
could be better
Building Materials revenue up 25%
AES’s contribution to profit grew
33%
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Transformative Investments: Rail

Tractionel solid as CIG looks to stabilize its
rail platform
FY2015 Tractionel results
ZAR MM
Revenue
ZAR MM

EBITDA
ZAR MM

153

20

 13% EBITDA and a healthy order book
 Transnet and Prasa tenders do not seem
to be materializing at the rate expected
 Worked with Tractionel management to
craft strategic objectives over the next 12
months which should bolster results

 Working on the leadership transition
expected for January 2016
240

Order Book
ZAR MM

2015

 Crafting a 5-year strategy in the coming
months
 Beginning to form partnerships with group
companies to take on new opportunities.
Leveraging support services to better
position the company commercially
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Transformative Investments

Uncertainty slows M&A, while project
potential increases

• M&A slow around the continent. Advisors and middlemen are scrambling for ideas that seem
half baked

• Launched CIGenCo in February and pipeline has increased considerably since then
• As a result, the current deal pipeline is largely project-based. Once we have closure/traction
we will re-focus strategy on M&A, start-ups and business expansion for SA companies who
need it

• Not operating with a view towards having to do a deal for regional or sector diversification
• Focused on high-quality opportunities at prices that are commercially viable. Goal is to get a
deal which makes sense for shareholders, other stakeholders (e.g., management, employees,
communities we operate in, etc.)

• We believe bolt-ons will become a good opportunity for the group depending on price
• No pressure to make a deal so will continue to be patient
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Transformative Investments: Power

CIGenCo opportunity set has increased
dramatically since CEO started
• CIGenCo CEO started in February bringing a wealth of
experience to the group. Beginning to get his feet wet in
understanding the sector across Africa

Pipeline Breakdown

Dual Fuel
25%

50% Solar

• 8 projects in pipeline (currently up to R950 MM in potential
equity investment) having increased dramatically since the
CEO started

25%
Wind
South Africa

• Have began to establish a sterling reputation for CIG in the
generation space

West Africa 50%

12%

• Significant rigor applied to analysis of project investments

• Once investments are made, will look at augmenting staff in
order to manage power investments going forward and
search for new ones

• Group will assess the optimal capital structure for CIGenCo

38%

Southern Africa
Captive
50%

IPP
50%
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Transformative Investments

Bolt-on investments will continue to be a
source of growth for subsidiaries
• Consolidated Power Maintenance purchased Powerform, a
reputable service provider in SA, to augment its services
offerings

• CONCO purchased assets of an East African service provider
and hired locally to deepen its presence in the region and
grow without taking over existing contracts

• Management continuously looking for additional small
acquisitions which would further enhance or augment the
offerings its subsidiaries can provide to the market

• Fit is most important quality of any potential acquisition
(e.g., similar company DNA, great service to clients)

• CIG leads the deal making (e.g., source, initial DD, structure,
etc.), while subsidiaries execute transaction with guidance
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Our projected FY15 numbers show
continued progress in a number of areas
CIG Growth Strategy Review: Increase CIG’s footprint, ability to deliver and scope of offerings while investing in transformative new
assets and capabilities
Objective

Strategic growth of
divisions

Details

Status

Accelerate growth by applying
strategic, operational and
financial levers to navigate
market conditions and
outperform competition

• Re-org at CONCO continues • Power revenue and EBITDA up 32%

Seek and acquire infrastructure
companies and projects which
can significantly enhance the
value of the group, strategically
and financially

• Tractionel currently being

• Tractionel results solid, integration

integrated, re-focused
• CIGenCo up and running
• CONCO Int’l and CPM made
small bolt-on acquisitions
of assets, seeking others at
the right price

will take 12 months prior to investing
heavily in a new strategy
• Healthy CIGenCo pipeline
• Bolt-ons enhancing operations,
market insights and reach. Giving
team a blueprint for the future

• Roll-out of CONCO shared

• Concerted effort to implement

services model has been
slower than expected
• Group activities
increasingly coordinated
• Investment in human
capital may be necessary,
along with evolution of
support model

shared services in CONCO urgently
• Efficiently set up CIGenCo without
major hiccups
• Support functions being heavily
utilized to add value across the
group
• Increased focus on group value add

Transformative
investments

Build a group support structure
and capabilities which extend
reach, adds management
capacity to divisions, maintains
entrepreneurial spirit and
Formation of Pan-African properly “corporatizes” new
growth engine
investments; making the whole
greater than the sum of its parts
and managing group risks

to reap benefits. Looking to
add capacity
• CPM getting over the hump
• Building Materials seeing
market share gains
• AES continues to perform
well in tough environment

Highlights

•
•

and 34%, respectively
− SA MD settling in, RE holding up
− Int’l, CPM hitting targets but
could be better
Building Materials revenue up 25%
AES’s contribution to profit grew
33%
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Pan-African Growth Engine: Value-Add

Management will continue to build a
Pan-African growth platform
• Engaging more actively with subsidiary management to catalyze stepfunction strategic transformation. This includes strategy definition based on
rigorous analysis of the trends we are seeing on the continent

• Taking ownership of critical commercial activities of subsidiaries to mitigate
risks and ensure optimal outcomes

• Refining the focus of subsidiary leadership to ensure that their personal
development is prioritized along with their subordinates

• Facilitating additional value-add between subsidiaries (e.g., employee
rotation program, providing input into strategy, communicating market
insights across the group, partnering on projects)

• Focused on building a stronger bench at group levels to better support
subsidiaries

• Looking to add to the CIG and CIG International boards to incorporate
additional perspectives and insights across Sub-Saharan Africa

• Actively ensuring alignment with board and shareholders
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Pan-African Growth Engine: Value-Add

Risk management is critical
to what we do

Risks

Mitigation

• BEE in South Africa. Proposed changes in BEE legislation will

• Alter our management structure to give our employees a

make it far more difficult to operate in companies such as
ours which have not traditionally been attractive to blacks
(as oppose to finance)

share of the company, as opposed to diluting with BEE
shareholders. Our employees will then think like longterm owners
• Increase coordination among subsidiaries on BEE efforts
• Continue to fund raise ahead of the cycle
• Ensure there is terrific ROI on our investments in working
capital prior to investing
• Continue to invest effort into our skills academy
• Establish rotation programs to increase employee
exposure
• Strive to make CIG a great place to work for all employees
• Poach skilled staff from competitors
• Buy capacity for manufacturing ahead of our normal
timeframe
• Better engage suppliers to ensure there is alignment,
prior to the order
• Ex-SA markets natural USD hedge
• Be patient but persistent
• Have built a strong COO role for CONCO with a focus on
project execution
• Incorporated a Know Risks mindset, increased site visits
• Will gain operational leverage with larger projects

• Ensuring we have enough capital for growth. Given the
number of growth opportunities, having enough capital to
successfully capture them is critical
• Recruiting, developing and retaining key skills. The skills we
require to operate our businesses, especially indigenous, are
becoming harder and harder to find. Once developed many
others are looking to poach your key staff

• Supplier risks in South Africa. Given the lack of activity in
the SA power sector over the past few years, the ability of
local suppliers to meet our requirements (quality, timing,
load shedding impact)
• Currency risks, forex risks across SSA

• Execution and margin risk, due to rapid growth
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Contact us
Thank you for your interest!!
Website: http://www.ciglimited.com
Information: info@ciglimited.com
Investors:

investors@ciglimited.com

Main telephone: +27 10 280 4040
Fax: +27 86 748 9169
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